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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 3, 1975

Dear Craig:
I want to thank you again for the information
on the uranium enrichment problem which you
_ provided me several weeks ago. I have referred
it to those actively involved with this matter,
and they will give it full consideration.
I know that you will soon retire from the
Congress. In my judgment, you have rendered
a very great public service, particularly in
the area resulting from your extensive and
perceptive understanding of the intricacies of
uranium~enrichment.
You have done much to advance tHe objective of participation by private
enterprise in the future of this important segment of our national energy complex, and you
have thrown much light on the problems involved
and on alternative ways of proceeding.
It has always been a pleasure to work with you,
and I wish you everything good in your future
activities.
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January 3, 1975
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

DEC 1 7 1974

MEMORANDUM F R JERRY H. JONES
FROM:
Attached

s a memorandum to the President in response to

your memo to me of November 8 regarding papers on uranium
enrichment left by Rep. Craig Hosmer.
Attachment
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THE WHITE HOUSE

DEC 1 7 1974

WASHINGTON

ACTION

MEMORAND~
FROM:
Subject:

&RASTHE PRESIDENT
'

H
\

---......

Re • Hosmer's papers on uranium enrichment

This is in response to your note to me, attached to some papers on uranium
enrichment recently left with you by Rep. Craig Hosmer, with the notation
"What should I do about this?" The papers comprise a) two pages of tabular
analysis and b) copies of Hosmer's two recent "essays" on uranium enrichment.
The essential message of the tabular analysis is roughly as follows: "If
AEC's uranium enrichment charge to industry is raised to commercial levels,
the revenues received over the next 20 years will be sufficient to cover
all costs, repay the Treasury for the capital value of its plants, and
facilitate creation of a private enrichment industry in the U.S.
Based on our discussion with AEC, Rep. Hosmer's analysis appears to be
generally valid over the long term. The draft legislation to enable AEC
to raise its charges is nearly ready for transmission to the Congress.
Rep. Hosmer's two "essays" in essence argue that private entry into the
uranium enrichment business can succeed only if AEC/ERDA preproduces, over
the next 4-8 years, a sufficiently large stockpile of enriched uranium,
at considerable cost, to "backstop" the fledgling private firms. We are
very much aware of this need.
The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy has recently completed hearings on
Rep. Hosmer's bill (H.R. 17418) to create a Government corporation to
take over the operation of the AEC plants and to facilitate private entry.
The Hosmer bill and ,the hearing record will apparently be left as a kind
of legacy to the 94th Congress.
At NSC's request, there is now in preparation NSSM 209, which will refine
and re-evaluate the options for providing future increments of uranium
enrichment capacity.
Attached for your signature is a suggested letter to Rep. Hosmer to thank
him for the information he provided you.
Attachment
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Craig:
I want to thank you again for the information on the uranium enrichment
problem which you provided me several weeks ago. I have referred it to
those actively involved with this matter, and they will give it full
consideration.
I know that you will soon retire from the Congress. You have in my
judgment rendered a very great public service, including conspicuously
that stemming from your extensive and perceptive understanding of the
intricacies of uranium enrichment. I think you have done much to
advance the objective of participation by private enterprise in the
future of this important segment of our national energy complex, and
you have thrown much light on the problems involved and on alternative
ways of proceeding.
It has always been a pleasure to work with you, and I wish you everything good in your future activities.
Sincerely,

Honorable Craig Hosmer
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON, D.C.

To:
Date:
a.m.
--------------~~-------------- T_i_m_e_______Lp~.m~.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 8, 1974

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:

The attached material was returned in the President outbox
with the following notation to you:
-- What should I do about this?
Please follow-up with the appropriate action and return
your response to the Office of the Staff Secretary.
Thank you.

cc: Don Rurnsfeld
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<:2perating Costs
Power «.~ 10 mills.
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In lieu State taxes
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l,525,U0(1,
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Subtotal

34.451,400,000

Net Income (To finance CJP/CUP@ $1 Billtnn and
subsidize front end costs of U.S. Centrifuge enriching industry):

•

1,550,600,000

U, S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
Revenue Estimates Related to Uranium Enrichment Services!/
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C. HOSMER
GOVERNMENT E\. RJCHL:~G C'OMPLEX

Twer.tv·- Year Financial Surnrnarv
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$ 5 Billion
$ 1 Billion

27. 8 MillionS. W. U. capacity
plus 1 million centrifuges

Total Revenues @ $70 I swu

36,001,000,000

Operating Costs
Power @ 10 mills.
Labor
Misc. R&D
In lieu State taxes

12,202,000,000
1,525,000,000
1,525,000,000
1,028,600,000
16,280,600,000

oya
3/ swu
In lieu Inc. Tax @ $6/ swu
Interest.!& Amortization

1,542,900,000
3,050,200,000
13,577,700,000

~8,170,800,000

(8.71)

Subtotal

34,451,400,000

Net Income (To finance CIP /CUP @ $1 Billion and
subsidize front end costs of U.S. Centrifuge enriching industry):
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1,550,600,000

~217 Rayburn Bldg., D.C. 20515
(202) 225w2415'

For Release on Receipt
Mailed September 9, 1974

THO ESSAYS ON ENRIC:!ING URAfl!UM
by

Rep. Craig Hosmer
ESSAY #1:

(R~Calif.)

Bridging the Gap*

The United States has yet to make a reasoned, knm11ledgeable and long-range
ex ami nation of 1,·1here its nationa 1 interests 1ie resoecti ng the future structure
of the uranium enrichment industry. Therefore, piecemeal efforts to move away
from total governmental responsibility for enriching services, such as the
recently announced Demonstration Centrifuge Enriching Facilities Program, are
likely to fail for lack of proper economic and philosophical underpinnings.
Inquiry into these subjects was premature in the 1950's \·•hen the Atomic
Energy Commission's enriching complex \lias completed, but operating at only a
fraction of capacity because the invention of the H-bomb had drastically reduced requirements for enriched uranium for A-bombs. The emergence of a viable
nuclear power industry during the 1960's drew attention to a future need for new
enriching capacity for nuclear fuel purposes, but the need 1:1as not imminent.
Sufficient for those times \'Jere planning the cascade improvement and unratinq
pronrams, plus a modest investment in preproduction of enriched uranium to some\'Jhat delay the day \<!hen additional nev1 capacity might be ,.,anted.
By the start of the Nixon Administration in 1969 matters were coming into
focus, but still not clearly. It ~<~as oredictable that nel!J enriching caoacity
~trould be needed by the mid-1980's or earlier.
flue to technical and economic unknm-1ns,
it seemed that nlanninq, promoting, financing and building of initial units might
consume up to 10 years' lead time. That still left opportunities for study and
decision making. Yet, with no more than an offhand look at the situation, Nixon's
spokesman early and often announced a policy that "the next increment of enrichment capacity shall be suoplied by private enterprise." The policy did not
prove durable. It was not based on thoughtful study, knowledge and reasoned
analysis. It ignored the need for a bridge to facilitate a transition from
government enterprise to private enterprise. This omission \'Jas tacitly admitted
during the ~ixon Administration's final days when the Centrifuse Demonstration
program was at last outlined to encourage industry by offering (without defining)
some ~~assurance of suoply" and some cash "assistance to those t;rho tvould enter
the enriching game.
11

Unfortunately the scheme only nibbles at aiding and encouraqing the construction of no more than six small centrifune demonstration nlants. AEC's hope
seems to be that demonstration plants owners-'on their ovm ~tJill be able to exoand
their 100-300 ton demonstration facilities to an economic size of around 3
million annual separative \•/Ork units*~f capacity. AEC's plans for aid to private
industry's gaseous diffusion plants are even more soartan, but no less ambiguous.
To the Uranium Enrichment Associates who want to build a 9 million swu plant,
no cash is offered, only a vague ''assurance of suooly of separative work for
UEA's customers in case the plant is delayed or fails to function at planned
capacity. In either case, the Commission intends to recouo the cost of its
aid by a suitable boost in charges for separative work.
11

*Essay #2:

An Exercise in Aidsmanship will be distributed in a few days.

**Seoarative work is the effort needed to enrich uranium above its natural (.7%)
U235 content for use as nuclear fuel. It is measured in arbitrarily defined
units.

•

- 2In addition, AEC would like to "u~·'"9iiz,:·" th::- c1imate in which the uranium
enrichment industry will ooerate by pric,r,g 1t:: enriching services on a commercial
scale rather than upon the current cost t'·ecover·y basis.
Neither the Demonstration proposal no\~ the UEA proposal stems from a sound
evaluation of the amount or kind of aid that might encourage enterprisers to build
enriching plants or manufacturers to incur heavy front end costs for production
1ines to make components for them. AEC expects electric utilities to acknoi!Jledge
their self interest in having a supply of nuclear fuel by paying a considerable
premium for separative work out of demonstration plants from \lfhich full scale
facilities would evolve. But the utilities are in a sorry business state.
Additionally, they have little funds left for that kind of thing following AEC's
recent passing of the hat for millions to carry forward its LMFBR demonstration
program. AEC also expects the entrepreneurs and component manufacturers to put
in something extra before it will discuss an amount of cash it \'llould consider
contributing to a centrifuge demonstration plant. But these people already have
stretched themselves to the limit to make a decision to move fonvard. It seems
unrealistic to expect them also to put something extra in the pot for the
privilege of running technological and economic risks to pioneer a ne111 industry.
Moreover, cash assistance to the ne\11 industry may not really be \'lhat it most needs.
Aid in the form of separative work could be infinitely more helpful.
Such details~ and, in fact, the structuring of the uranium industry for the
highest national interest, cannot be determined until a consensus obtains as to what
that interest really is. Is it federal expansion of the existing governmental
enriching complex to meet all future needs? Is it immediate and total transfer
of the entire industry to private industry? Or, is it something between these
extremes? Testimony given during the year-long, three-phase hearings of the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy rejected both extremes, but it failed to
indicate clearly just where betNeen them the national interest lies.
My own feeling is that it lies in deliberate movement toward a predominately
private industry structure, but still retaining governmental responsibility for
a fe\\1 aopropriate functions. For example, there is a continuing need for the
state to control its sources of enriched material for nuclear weapons and naval
reactors. Should this need dissipate, then government still must retain a lengthy
responsibility to dispose of its huge enriched uranium stockpile in an orderly
way, so as not to bankrupt private enrichers. There \'li 11 be a grm·fi ng demand
for fully enriched uranium fuel for high temperature gas cooled reactors and
, precautions against diversion of this potential weapons material from peaceful
hands indicates a need to keep its production as a government function. Government may also be needed to buffer the emerging private industry against risks of
instant technological obsolescence from net-J isotope separation techniques such
as laser developments. And, most certainly, government ~till be needed for some
time to afford the help in the form of "assurance of supply" which even AEC finally
has conceded is necessary for the emergence of private enrichment enterprises.
Inquiry will also sho\<1 government must be a factor to effectuate the "assistance"
which AEC similarly concedes private industry should have for the transition.
The Commission has not revealed hatri much "assurance of supply" or hotJ much
cash assistance" it ~:rill provide and, because it still operates under ons's
current policy of getting by on the cheap, it is unlikely to do so. Therefore,
I offer my own estimates in order to besin quantifying these tasks •
11
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Since it is unrealistic to ~xpect beggarly assistance to six, small lOQ,OOO.to
300,000 swu centrifuge plants to $uffice? to ~et that industry ori its f~t. I .Will
assume that "assurance of supply " is needed for all six plants on a full scale
of 3 million swu's each, a total of 18 million swu's. The corresponding figure
for UEA's diffusion plant 1s 9 million swu's.
Probably the worst that could happen to the UEA plant 1s a delay of 2 years,
losing 18 million swu's production. But, since there is no more than a 50%
chance for a delay of that length, it should be safe to "assure" against no more
than a single year's loss of 9 million swu's. Less is known about centrifuge
technology. Still, probably a two-year delay is the worst that could be expected,
but the chance of getting it might move up to 75%. This indicates a need for,
say, a 14 million swu stockpile to "assure supply" for customers of the six
plants. According to these assumptions, UEA and the centrifuges together will
require a 23 million swu preproduction stockpile for "assurance of supply" purposes.
Add to that AEC's own need for a plant inventory of some 5 million swu's and a
contingency stockpile of about 10 million swu's. Together AEC, UEA and the
centrifuges will thus need a preproduction stockpile of 38 million swu's on hand
by 1982, the date AEC has fixed for new capacity requirements. Th1s is a physical'iy
attainable figure according to the AEC projections of its preproduction capabiliti~~
recently furnished JCAE.
However, attaining preproduction levels of that magnitude depend upon receipt
of AEC's expected power deliveries and upon the availability of more feed material
than currently anticipated. Boosting the stockpile above the 38 million swu
figure in order to offer new private enriching enterprises really meaningful
"assistance" in addition to ~~assurance of supply" would necessitate deliberately
aggressive investments in both power and feed material. These are justified
because aid in the form of preproduction can keep the new firms in business. It
is much preferable to aid in the form of cash which only comforts their creditors.
But AEC's present management is limited by annual budgets and a cautiously bureuucratic outlook. It is difficult to imagine AEC becoming aroused and inspired
enough to take on an aggressive preproduction program of such size. Yet it is
needed because the prosperity of the utility business and millions of. people and
businesses throughout the land who use electricity depends on adequate supplies
of nuclear fuel. Such adequacy can be assured only by the success of the new
enriching enterprises who would supply the new nuclear fuel demands. In turn,
the success of these enterprises will depend heavily upon the existence of a sizeable enough preproduction stockpile to give them "assistance" during their early
years in addition to affording the utilities .. assurance of supply" of their
nuclear fuel.
Thus it is apparent that very sound management and very certain financial
procedures for the AEC's enriching complex must be insisted upon. Although
sound management characterizes the AEC today, under several administrations
sound management has not been a notable characteristic of the higher ups from
whom AEC takes its orders. Even within AEC, as its business and burdens expand,
the fragmentation of enrichment responsibility between loosely coordinated offices
for part time attention could create difficulties.
But as serious as organization difficulties may be, they are small in comparison to AEC's problem of getting adequate funding for its enrichment activities
via the annual budgeting, authorization an::l appropriations route. In the cri t~cal
years between now and 1982, when aggressive programs for power and feed material

•
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should be pursued, the entire system cou1d be shattered by the stroke of some Budget Director's red pen. If it is, there will be no nuclear fuel and there will be
no transition to private enriching enternr1ses.
Moreover, if the ERDA reorganization comes about and enriching activities are
buried in a strange corner of this ne\-Jborn bureaucracy, fe\'J people expect much
more than disaster for the enrichment program.
All of t'lhich indicates a need to get uranium enrichment under certain controls and adequate financing procedures. So far no suggestion heard by the JCAE
other than that for a United States Enrichment Corporation promises this accomplishment.

-- 0 --

NOTE: Essay #2 \'Jill reach you in a fe~:J days. It t'lill be an exercise in aidsmanship
showing how, with certain control and adequate financing, it may be possible by 1982
to accumulate the desired stockpile of S\,ru's to "assure supply," guarantee against
other contingencies. "assist" private enrichers to become viable and profitable
producers, recoup portions of the overseas market, and make a little money for
Uncle Sam in the process.

•
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ESSAYS ON ENRICHING URANIUM
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ESSAY #2:

An Exercise in Aidsmanship

This essay explores means to remove barriers to private industry assuming responsibility for net·l United States uranium enriching needs in 1982 and thereafter
when the demand for nuclear fuel Nill begin to exceed AEC's ability to supply it.
One barrier is the chance that new enriching plants \'lill be delayed coming on
line or fail to o~erate at exnected capacities. Utilities cannot risk being without
needed nuclear fuel. Nor can plant owners risk being without revenues they need to
pay back creditors and investors. In fact, they cannot finance their plants until
this risk is removed. An impasse between the t1·,1o has been created by the olant
owners' effort to shift the risk by proposing a contract requiring utilities to pay
\Aihether or not they get their separative work~
Until enough ne\'1 enriching plants are built to resolve the technological and
economic unknat·ms underlying this impasse, a program should be adopted to lift these
risks from utilities and plant owners alike. This can be done easily by accumulating
a suitable stockpile of preproduced enriched uranium from AEC enriching plants which
will other•rlise be operating at less than capacity until around the end of 1982.
A second private enterprise barrier! peculiar to the centrifuges, is the heavy
front end cost involved in setting up a new industry. It \<!ill fall on plant m·mers
directly and indirectly via front end costs for nuttinq in new production lines that
component suonliers \•!ill be passim-, upward. To win the objective of bringing such
olants into being under private sponsorship, reasonable cash "assistance'' to overcome
this hurdle is worthl!lhile. This "assistance" also can be readily managed, along with
the program for "assurance of supply".
Assurance of Supply
The 9 million swu diffusion plant proposed by Uranium Enrichment Associates
ought to dispel the engineering and economic unknowns for that technology. For the
centrifuges, it is safe to assume that six 3 million swu plants will do the same job.
AEC will be supporting its own 15 million swu stockpile for flywheel and contingency
purposes. Hith the probable availability of that in mind during an emergency, preproduction of 27 million swu's, a year's planned production of the seven new private
plants, seems amnle to "assure" the fuel supply of customers and revenues of mmers
of new plants running into trouble. (It is 4 million swu's over the amount assumed
for this purpose in Essay #1.) The risk of total failure of these plants is not
regarded as likely and not here "assured!'against. That magnitude of failure would
have national consequences calling for promot Federal intervention with a mini-Manhattan Project.
Exercise A (pa~es 3-4} is based on one of AEC's alternate operating plans. It
is \'!ell 1:1ithin the physical capabilities of its complex. The Exercise shm>Js that a
27 million s1:1u "assurance of suonlyn stocknile can be built up and Norked off for a
surcharge to AEC customers of less than $1/swu. ~to do~ demands quick and~sive adoption of~ "assurance" program and, from beg.inning. to. end, its aggressive
operation and zealous financing_. Only w'ftfi these character1 st1cs can such a program

create and maintain credible "assurance of suonly". These characteristics do not
mark AEC's present decision making mechanisms and financing resources. Prompt restructuring of the government's enriching activities to incorporate them is essential---

•
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Assistance
Exercise B (pages 5-6}~ based on a.n AEC op.erating plan which preprodl1ce~,-.a.A
extra 12.4 million swu chanif
tails assa~and bu1JII 21,000 short tons of added
natural uranium feed. "The ne\•J centrifuge p1ants would get preproduction at its cost
of about $56/swu and allowed to market it at the commercial price, say $80/swu, thus
being "assisted" by the $24 differential. Against an approximate. $1 billion investw
ment for a 3 million swu nlant, the scheme nets less than $54 million in "assistance"
It is no bargain.
The most efficient way to raise money to "ass·ist" these new plants is by the
straightforward addition of a surcharge to AEC sales. Over the 1975-1987 operating
period of my hypothetical Assurance of Suppli'/"Assistance" Program, AEC will perform about 285 million swu's of enriching services. The "assistance" value to each
of the six nev1 plants of a $1.00 boost in S\vu charge is $47.5 million, calculated
as follows:
11

1; kel·>.:...~~Tvrn~rii'"~~~~rnrr~~~~~~~~rn~~~~
on its feet.
The Real World J
(?,a5e

o )\

-a ssu.mfi:/oJt$.

Exercises A and B are only hypothesesl1 In the real world, actual circumstances
such as these must be dealt with:
o

o
o
o
o

must stop thinking in terms of "AEC" and start thinking in terms of
"the government.. as it may be ERDA or USEC or another authority which
soon takes over responsibility for U.S. enrichinC; activities and stockpiles.
Scuttling the government's split-tails operation is inevitable and the
sooner the hetter for the "assurance" program and the health of the
mining, milling and conversion link of the nuclear fuel chain.
The government probably can find legal ~·Jays to boost its swu charges
toward commercial levels. It's a good idea to start moving nearer to
reality and a'<Jay from extant Alice-in-Honderland swu pricing criteria.
Exercise A shows that AEC Plant 3 l/2 is not needed. Accordingly, I
am droppi nC! authority for any net·J government enrichi no canaci ty from
USEC.
--- - -USEC, nO\"J better than ever, is sti 11 the only qame in to11m effecting
the restructure of government enriching activities reouisite for a
credible "assurance of supply.. program.
tie

Other realities also must be coped with, such as the fact that utilities are
slowing dm·m their nuclear programs. By 1982, in relation tot-/hat they have contracted for, there is a likely delay in nuclear fuel demand aggregating 30 to 40
million swu's of separative ~·Jork. jDealing 1<1ith the responsibilities and seizing the
opportunities presented by that,,fan.v other unexpected nuclear fuel developments seem
quite beyond the present AEC's room for maneuvering.
Utilities bound to contracts for the delayed separative work vlill be hard
pressed to take and pay for it on schedule, only to bear added carrying charges
until they start using it. A scheme to somet'lhat relieve their burden could be
built around the government picking un this excess for stockpile purposes in lieu of
othen.Jise preoroducing part or all of the assurance" stockpile. These S\'lu's would
come at the regular $50 production cost rather than (text continues at page f)
11

.

•
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EXERCISE A
("Assurance of Su!)ply .. 27 million swu)

Preprgduction
10 swu

Incremental
Cost ~ $30
.10 $

lM/Yr Carrying Charge
8 Yrs to 1 Yr

1975

5.1

153

122.4

1976

7.1

213

149.1

1977

2.7

81

48.6

1978

4.8

144

1979

3.2

96

38.4

1980

1.5

45

13.5

1981

1.1

32

6.6

1982

1.5

45

4.5

Totals

27.0

809

455.1

72

Thfs ,Preproduction st~ckpile of 27 million swu's cost $1265.1 million by the .
end of year 1982 ($810 for enriching and $455.1 for carrying charges).
The scheme for working off this stockpile is based on EEl's estimate that
UEA's 9 million swu plant will handle load growth for 1 1/2 years after
1982 and that thereafter the new capacity requirement will average 6 million
swu's annually.
This means that the 9 million swu's accumulated for "assurance of supply"
for the UEA plant will, in 1983, go either physically to UEA's utility
customers if the plant fails to get on line, or if it succeeds, AEC · tt win
reduce its 1983 production by 9 million swu's to effect the cutback. The ·
18 million swu's ~ztW~lated to "assure supply" for customers of the 6
be worked off as these plants are assumed to coming
centrifuge plants
on line to meet load growth, 1.e .. 3 million swu in 1983, 6 million each in
1984 and ,1985, and the final 3 million in 1986 •

•
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(Exercise A - continued)
Thereupon the total cost of this .. assurance of supply" program may be calculated as follows:
Stockpile
~zein

Year's
Carrying
Charge lOS

1983

18

84.4

1984

15

70.1

1985

9

42.2

1986

3

14.1

-·

---

1

1987
Investment
Through 1982

swu's

1265.1
Total

$1475.9

AEC's 1975 - 1982 Separative Work Production

Units
126.7 for customers
27

for preproduction

Investment

Avg./swu

$6335

$50.000000

1475.9
$7810.9

153.7 total

54.662962

~

$50~~(1..~

NOTES:
(1) Exercise A is based on AEC's alternative operating Plan 2 in
Table 3 appended to George F. Quinn's testimony submitted to JCAE June 25.
1974, except that it requires 1.5 million swu preproduction in 1982 vice
.4 million.
(2) The cummulative stockpile achieved in 1982 by all AEC preproduction 1s 42 million swu's of which, in this Exercise, 27 million is
allocated to .. assurance of supply 11 and 15 million to AEC'$ own purposes.
i.e., 5 million flywheel and 10 million for contingencies.. The carrying
charge for this 15 million is included in the assumed $50/swu charge to
AEC's regular customers.
.
(3) The assumed cost of $50/swu for regular production is arbitrary
and the $30/swu incremental cost for preproduction 1s based on $2.50 for
1abor and $27.50 for power @ 11 mi 11 s. Any 1 mi 11 change in power cost
effects about a $2.50 change in swu cost •

•
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-5EXERCISE 8

Assurance of Supply.. 27 million swu - "Assistance" 12.4 million swu)

Prep~uction

10 swu

Cos~@ $30
{1
$)

1975

6.4

192

1976

7.1

213

1977

4.5

135

1978

6.8

204

1979

5.7

171

1980

3.7

1981
1982
Totals

101/Yr Carry• Feed &Cog6
101/Yr Carryfng Charge
ing Charge
version 1
Cost .
8 Yrs to 1 Yr (Short Tons) l$20!1b 7 Yrs to 1 Yr
153.6
•
149.1

1.5

60

42

81

7.5

300

180

102

11.2

448

224

68.4

8.3

332

132.8

111

33.3

5.1

204

61.2

3.5

105

21

4.1

164

32.8

1.7

51

5.1

.8

32

3.2

39.4

1182

613.5

38.5

1540

676

This ~reproduction stockpile of 39.4 million swu's cost $2471.5 million by the end of
1982 (for enriching $1182, for carrying charge on enriching $613.5, and for carrying
¢harges on feed purchases $676. The cost of feed is not included in the total since
this exercise is solely for the purpose of determining swu costs. Feed cost -equivalent to $39.086284 for each swu -- would be recovered from customers at the
time enriched uranium is delivered.)
The scheme for working off this stockpile is based on EEl's estimate that UEA's.9
million swu plant will handle load growth for 1 1/2 years after 1982 and that thereafter the new capacity requirement will average 6 million swu•s annually.
This means that the 9 million swu's accumulated for "assurance of supply" for the UEA
plant will, in 1983, go either physically to UEA's utility customers if the plant
fails to get on line, or if it succeeds, AEC would reduce its 1983 production by 9
million swu's to effect the cutback. The 18 million swu's accumulated to "assure
supply" for customers of the 6 centrifuge plants would be worked off as these plants
are assumed to coming on line to meet load growth, i.e. 3 million swu in 1983, 6 million each in 1984 and 1985, and the final 3 million in 1986.
'

I;t is arbitrarily assumed that the 12.4 swu• s accumulated to "assist" the centrifuge
entrepreneurs will be worked down as follows: .4 in 1982, and 3 million during each
of the years 1983, 1984, 1986 and 1987.
Thus the 5 year campaign to dispose of the combined "assurance of supply" and "assistance" stockpiles would be as follows: 9.4 million in 1983, 6 million in 1984,.,. ..
9 million each in 1985 and 1986, and 3 million in 1987. Total: 39.4 million. ;.:~·\\. for;'u·-..\
l~'y

te:

U

•
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(Exercise B - continued)
Thereupon the total cost of the 11 assurance 11 and
culated as follows:

·~assistance"

Stockpile
S~ze in
10 swu's

Year's
Carrying
Charge 10%

1983

30

188.2

1984

24

150.5

1985

15

94.1

1986

6

37.7

1987
Investment
Through 1982

programs may be cal-

2471.5
Total. $2942

AEC's 1975 - 1982 Separa.tive Work
Units
126.7 for customers
39.4. for preproduction
166. r total

Production--~

Investment

Avg./swu

$6335

$50.000000

2942

74.670050

$9277

$55.851896

.

NOTES:
(1) Exercise B is based on AEC's alternative operating Plan lAin
Table 5 appended to George F. Quinn's testimony submitted to JCAE June 25,
1974.

(2) See notes (2) and (3) to Exercise A for exolanations of AEC's
responsibility for 15 million swu's of the stockpile and assumptions re
swu costs. The assumed average feed and conversion cost equivalent to
$20/1 b u3o8 h a best guess.

L
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-7the $30 incremental cost. Another consideration is that the government's complex
must have feed to \•Jork on and the utilities will have to deliver it according to
contract schedules, irrespective of their delayed need for separative work.
How \'sould the $30/$50 swu differential be fairly adjusted? Hm'l should the
utilities' burden for carrying charges on the feed be eased, if at all?
These, and a host of other unknowns that the future will reveal, will have
to be resolved by whoever is in charge of the U.S. government's enriching activities.
This must be done aggressively in a financially responsible manner, promptly, skillfully~ intelligently, flexiblys effectively, and always with the overall national
interest foremost in mind.
All of which serves to emphasize what \'las earlier written, to wit: .. USEC ..•
is still the onl_x game in town effecting the restructure_ of qovernment enrichinq
activities requisite for_.! credible "assurance of ~pJ.y" program ...
-0-
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THE WHITE HOUSE

ACTION

WASHINGTON

November 5, 1974

MEETING WITH REP. CRAIG HOSMER (R-CAL)
2:00 - 2:15 p.m. (15 minutes)
Wednesday, November 6, 1974
The Oval Office
From:

I.

William E. Timmons

err

PURPOSE
To allow Hosmer to discuss his views on atomic
energy programs.

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN
A.

B.

Background:
1.

Hosmer is retiring from Congress after his
term this year. He has been a good supporter
of the Administration, is ranking GOP on House
Interior Committee and has a reputation of being
an expert on atomic energy matters (he also
serves on the Joint Atomic Energy Committee).

2.

Craig requested the meeting to discuss uranium
enrichment and the ''future structure" of this
industry. He is believed to be interested in
heading up a quasi government organization
(like TVA) which would produce atomic energy.

Participants:
The President, Rep. Hosmer and Frank Zarb (OMB).

C.

Press Plan:
The meeting to be announced by the Press Office.
White House photographer only.

\

\

•
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III.

TALKING POINTS
The paper in tab A was prepared by OMB and
coordinated with Domestic Council.

•

(Meeting with Craig Hosmer)

URANIUM ENRICHMENT
Background:

AEC plants have reached their capacity to enrich uranium fuel for nuclear
power plants and are no longer taking orders from domestic and foreign
companies. (We believe, however, that we will be able to meet all foreign
and domestic needs through 1982.) In 1971, the former Administration
embarked on a policy of encouraging private industry to undertake uranium
enrichment.
Industry has attempted to enter this field and one company (Bechtel) is ready
to commit to build a $2. 8 billion plant if it can get enough orders, but it is
running into trouble. Part of the problem lies in Bechtel's extreme contracting terms, however, a problem is also posed by potential AEC competition
if the government further increases its uranium enriching capacity beyond its
current commitment. The electric utilities are unlikely to make commitments
to private companies as long as there is any chance of getting a cheaper
product from the government.
Craig Hosmer has introduced a bill which would create a government corporation to operate existing AEC plants and provide limited assistance to private
industry to build new plants.
There are serious problems with this approach:
0

Treasury objects to the financing feature which would allow this
government corporation to compete in the money markets.

0

Such a bill would likely be amended to enable the corporation to
build new plants and this would certainly be the death blow to the
private company initiatives.

0

If the government corporation were excluded from the money market
there is a potential for a very large outlay impact on the federal
budget in the beginning years, however, we will at the same time
be realizing increased income from the existing three plants.

Talking Points
0

You are recognized as a leading authority on uranium enrichment
and I am anxious to hear your views on this important subject.

0

I generally favor a policy of encouraging private industry to
provide additional enrichment capacity. However, you raise some
good points. As you know, this is under intensive review by AEC,
NSC (impact on foreign requirements) and others (OMB). I expect
to ultimately review these studies prior to any federal decision.

0

This subject will fall within ERDA's jurisdiction under the legislation
I signed last month. I hope Bob Seamans is confirmed and gets on
board in time to review the enrichment question and provide me with
his recommendation •
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THE WHITE HOUSE
• AC .ION MEMORANDUM
('

Date:

LOG NO.:

WASHIXGTO!<;

December 18, 1974

Time:

FOR ACTION: Ken Cole~
Brent Scowcroft~
Bill T.immons9r
Roland Elliott~

cc (for information):

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Date:

Friday, December 20, 1974

Time:

cob

SUBJECT:

.Ash memo (12/17/74) re: Rep. Hosmer's
papers on uranium enrichment

ACTION REQUESTED:
- - For Necessary Action

~- For Your Recommendations

_ _ Prepare Agenda and Brief

_ _ Draft Reply

___x_ For Your Comments

- - Draft Remarks

REMARKS:

/,}11,;

f{t_-

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a
delo.y in subrr.itting the required material, please
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately .

•

.,r---

Jerry H. Jones
Staff Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 20, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR:

WARREN HENDRIKS

FROM:

MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF

SUBJECT:

Action Memorandum - Log No.

$

..--c;,

Ash memo (12/ 17 /74) re: Rep. Hosmer's
papers on uranium enrichment.

The Office of Legislative Affairs concurs in the attached proposal
and has no additional recommendations.
Attachment

..-,·
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THE WHITE HOUSE

ACTION MEMORAl'l'DUM

Date:

LOG NO.:

WASHINGTON

December 18., 1974

Time:

FOR ACTION: Ken Cole
B_,rent Scowcroft
-.Bin Timmons
Roland Elliott

'

i

cc (for information):

I

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Date:

Friday, December 20, 1974

Time:

cob

SUBJECT:

Ash memo (12/17/74) re: Rep. Hosmer's
papers on uranium enrichment

ACTION REQUESTED:
--For Necessary Action

~For Your Recommendations

- - Prepare Agenda and Brie£

--Draft Reply

.._X_ For Your Comments

--Draft Remarks

REMARKS:

j
!c

j;;

j
. l

'll

qn
I

''

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.

I£ you have any questions or if you anticipate a
delay in submitting the required material, please
teler>honc the

S~af£

St.!cretary imnu::diately.

Jerry H. Jo1:cs~
Staff Secretary.-

,~
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THE WHITE HOUSE
. ACTION MEMORANDUM

Date:

LOG NO.:

WASHINGTON

Dece,er 18, 1974

Time:

FOR ACTION: Ken Cole
Brent Scowcroft
Bill Timmons
Roland Elliott

cc (for information):

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Date:

Friday, December 20, 1974

Time:

cob

SUBJECT:

Ash memo {12/17/74) re: Rep. Hosmer's
papers on uranium enrichment

ACTION REQUESTED:
- - For Necessary Action

~For Your Recommendations

- - - Prepare Agenda and Brie£

- - Draft Reply

_X_ For Your Comments

___ Draft Remarks

REMARKS:

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a

delay in submitting the required material, please
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately .

•

Jerry H. Jones:
Staff Secretal"'Y"

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Craig:

\

I want to thank you again for the information on the uranium enrichment
problem which you provided me several weeks ago. I have referred it to
those actively involved with this matter, ·and they will give it full
consideration.
I

I know that you will soon retire fr?m

the"~on~~ 4~~

§"dgF i't rendered a very great publ~c serv1ce:r~~
~
;hat etcn~~s from your extensive and perceptive understanding of the
intricacies of uranium enrichment. I tnin~You have done n:uch to
advance the objective of participation by p{ivate enterprise in the
future of this important segment of our national energy. complex, and
you have thrown much light on the problems involved and on alternative
ways of proceeding.
9

•.

It has always been a pleasure to work with you, and I wish you everything good in your future activities.
Sincerely,

Honorable Craig Hosmer
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
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Jerry H. Jo~•c5:
Staff Secrctai')'I'

CENTRM. f\\.ES
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i

THE WHITE HOUSE

DEC 1 7 1974

WASHINGTON

ACTION

=~= ~RA:E PRESIDENT
Subject:

iep.

Hosmer'~ papers

on uranium enrichment

This is in response to your note to me, attached to some papers on uranium
enrichment recently left with you by Rep. Craig Hosmer, with the notation
"What should I do about this?" The papers comprise a) two pages of tabular
analysis and b) copies of Hosmer's two recent "essays" on uranium enrichment.
The essential message of the tabular analysis is roughly as follows: "If
AEC' s urani.um enrichment charge to industry is raised to commercial levels,
the revenues received over the next 20 years will be sufficient to cover
all costs, repay the Treasury for the capital value of its plants, and
facilitate creation of a private enrichment industry in the U.S.
Based on our discussion with AEC, Rep. Hosmer's analysis appears to be
generally valid over the long term.. The draft legislation to enable AEC
to raise its charges is nearly ready for transmission to the Congress.
Rep. Hosmer's two "essays" in essence argue that private entry into the
uranium enrichment business can succeed only if AEC/ERDA preproduces, over
the next 4-8 years, a sufficiently large stockpile of enriched uranium,
at considerable cost, to "backstop" the fledgling private firms. We are
very much aware of this need.
The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy has recently completed hearings on
Rep. Hosmer's bill (H.R. 17418) to create a Government corporation to
take over the operation of the AEC plants and to facilitate privMe entry.
The Hosmer bill and the hearing record will apparently be left as a kind
of legacy to the 94th Congress.
At NSC's request, there is now in preparation NSSM 209, which will refine
and re-evaluate the options for providing future increments of uranium
enrichment capacity.
Attached for your signature is a suggested letter to Rep. Hosmer to thank
him for the information he provided you.
Attachment

•

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Craig:
I want to thank you again for the information on the uranium enrichment
problem which you provided me several weeks ago. I have referred it to
those actively involved with this matter, and they will give it full
consideration.
I know that you will soon retire from the Congress. You have in my
judgment rendered a very great public service, including conspicuously
that stemming from your extensive and perceptive understanding of the
intricacies of uranium enrichment. I think you have done much to
advance the objective of participation by private enterprise in the
future of. this important segment of our national energy complex, and
you have thrown much light on the problems involved and on alternative
ways of proceeding.
It has always been a pleasure to work with you, and I wish you everything good in your future activities.
Sincerely,

Honorable Craig Hosmer
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
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C. HOSMER
GOVERNMENT E\ RICIDNG COMPLEX
Twenty- Year Financial Summary
Plant Value - $ 5 Billion
Inventory
- $ 1 Billion
27. 8 Million S. W. U. capacity
plus 1 million ce~trifuges

Total Revenues@ $70/ swu

36, 001. 000,000

Operating Costs
Power @ 10 mills.
Labor
Misc. R&D
In lieu State taxes

12,202,000,000
1,525,000,000
1,525,000,000
1,028,600,000
16, 280,600, 000

oya
3/swu
In lieu Inc. Tax @ $6/ swu
Interest.r& Amortization

~.542,900,000

3. 050, 200. 000
13.577.700,000

~.170,800,000

(Si1)
Subtotal

34,451,400,000

Net Income (To finance CIP /CUP @ $1 Billion and
subsidize front end costs of U.S. Centrifuge enriching industry):

•

1, 550,600,000

/
~ncHi>llure 11 ·

C.t;J_
-~Y'-·
1'

U, S, ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSICN
Revenue Estimates Related to Uranium Enrichment Services!/
-(ln Millions)

~1976) ~FX

.-,nium enrichment activity services .................. ; .. ..

0.9

$

0.9

$

1978
1.0

$

FY 1979
$

1.0

FY 1980
$

1.0

Jf.Y

$

1981
1.0

FY

$

1982
1.0

FY

1983

FY 1984

1.0

$

1.0

$

.

@1®
1.0

$

. , ...••. , . , • , . ,. ... , .•• , , , . , , • , .• , , .

25.2

24.8

24.3

23.9

23.5

23.2

22.8

22.4

22,0

21.7

enrichment services
~·oll enriching ••••••.• : ••••.••...••••..••.••••••.•••.••••
.'-.dvance Payments on New Enrichment Contracts •••••••••••• ,
Subtotal Uranium Enrichment Services •••••••••••••••••••

446.4
190.3
636.7

714.9
11.6
726.5

764.9
-41.9
723.0

1,076.8
-99.9
976.9

1,376.6
-117.7
1 1 258.9

1,733.5
-170.8
1 1 562. ·1

1,793.2
-162.1
1 1 631.1

1,854.8
-1.4
1 1 853.4

2,089.6

2,309.8

2 1 089,6

21 309.8

$1.001.6

Sl. 28l..A

~

es,. consUinption, etc,
~ium

•

' a,l

Reven~ea

Related to· Uranium Enrichment Services

·~~~

g~lu.~C5

$1.586.9 ..s.h.62U .S.L~

-

~he

revenue estimates ass.ume that customers· holding requirements contracts will convert to long-term fixed commitment contracts prior to FY 1976.
./'
Tne estimates are based on the recently announcedftrite increase to $42.10 per S~ for long-term fixed commitment contracts and the changes per
SI.U have been increased at a rate of 2% semiannua y n accordance with the revised pricing schedule,
Sales of SWU'a are estimated on the b / a i a ·
of deliveries under contracts and assume contracting to a sustaining capacity of 320,000 MW(e.) pending decision on plutonium recy·c.le. The salee
projection for any given year is subject to adjustment depending upon the actual
status of power reactor construction and/or operations.
.
----~-----·· ----- .
·- ---·~-----

.

Domestic ·

FY 1976

1975

I'"i

FT 1977

TarALS

24.2

485.2

21.5

184.;3

162.6

Foreign
Total

131.3

1

227.7

r-/IJ- '7'7

$

214.6
2..

//~@ '/~.ro/swu
@ f>'f:l.o{
(27.5%)

~~

i- l, 3-~-i:·s,""
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(202) 225"2415
TilO ESSAYS Ofl ENR!C:!It!G URA'liUr1
by
Rep. Craig Hosmer {R-Calif.}
ESSAY #1:

Gridging the Gao*

The United States has yet to !l'!ak.e a reasoned, l<no•,tl edqea!Jl c and 1ong-range
examination of ''!here its national interests lie respecting the future structure
of the uranium enrichmrmt industry. Th~refore, piecemeal efforts to move al,tay
from total 9overnmental responsibility for enrichinq services. such as the
recently announced Demonstration Centrifuge Enriching Facilities Program, are
likely to fail for lack of proper economic and philosophical underpinnings.

''

Inquiry into thP.se subjects \~as premature in th~ 1950's \·!hen the Atomic
Energy Comission's enriching complex· 1·1as completed, but operatincl at only a
fraction of capacity bec;}use the invention of the H-bor:b had drasticallY reduced requircmeTits for enriched ura:1iu"1 for A-bofTibs. The emergence of 'a viable
nuclear po1t1er industry during the 1960's drP.\>! attention to a future need for new
enriching capacity for nuclear fuel purposes, but the need t·1as not imminent.
Sufficient for those times t1ere planning t~e cascade improvement and urtratinq
pro(Jrams, plus a modest investment in preproduction o.f enriched uranium to some"'hat delay the day Hhen additional ne~1 capacity might be 1·1anted.
By the start of the rlixon Administration in 1969 matters were coming into
focus, but still not clearly. It !'las n.r~?dictable that ne~'l enric!ling caoacity
\'IOUld be needed by the r.id-1930's or earlier. Due to technical ar.d economic unknot·ms,
it seemed that nlanninq, promotin~. financing and building of initial units mi~~t
consume up to 10 years' lead time. That still left ooportunities for study and
decision making. Yet, \"lith no more than an offhand look at the situation, ilixon's
spokesman early and often an!'lounced a policy that "the next increment of enrichment capacity sha 11 be sunp lied by ori va te enterr:ri se." The no li,cy did not
prove durable. It was .not based on thoughtful study, knmo~ledge and reasoned
analysis. It iqnored the need for a bridge to facilitate a transition from
government enterprise to private enterprise. This omission t·ras tacitly admitted
during the r!ixon Administration's final days ~:hen the Centrifusc Demonstration
program \'tas at last outlined to encourage industry by offering {without defining)
some "assurance of sunply" and some cash "assistance" to those uho \~ould enter
the enriching garr.e.
Unfortunately the scheme only nibb1es at aiding and encouraging the construction of no more than six small centrifun,e de~onstration plants. AEC's hope
seems to be that der.'onstration plants ovmers on their o1·m ~·:iil be able to exoand
their 100-301 ton demonstration facilities to an economic size of around 3
million annual separ.1tive \·Jork units*'bf capacity. AEC's olans for aid to private
industry's qaseous diffusion plants are even more soartan, but no less ambiguous.
To the Uranium Enrichment Associates ~~m want to build a 9 million swu plant,
no cash is offered, only a vague "assurance of suooly" of separative work for
UEA's custoi:12rs in case the plant is dP.layed or fails to function at planned
capacity. In either case, the Corrmission intends to recouo the cost of its
aid by a suitable boost in charges for separative t-:ork.

*Essay #2:

A,n Exercise in Aiisnanship will be distributed in a fe•.-1 days.

**Separative work is the effort needed to enrich uranium above its natural {.7%)
U235 content for use as nuclear fuel. It is measured in arbitrarily defined
units.

•
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In addition, AEC would like t:l "Or""'1i1!~·· th~ r:'iimate in which the uranium
enrichment industry will ooerat~ by prinr.g 1L enriching services on a coiTillercial
scale rather than uron the current co:a recovery basis.
Neither the Demonstration proposa I r:o;~ ti1e UEA proposal stems from a sound.
evaluation of the amount or kind of aid that might encourage enterprisers to bu1ld
enriching plants or manufacturers to incur heavy front end costs for production
lines to make components for them. AEC expects electric utilities to acknat'lledge
their self interest in having a supply of nuclear fuel by paying a considerable
premium for separative 'I!Ork out of demonstration plants from Nhich full scale
facilities \'muld evolve. But the utilities are in a sorry business state.
Additionally, thev have little funds left for that kind of thing follo!·ring AEC's
recent passing o{ the hat for millions to carry forHard its LMFBR demonstration
program. AEC also expects the entrepreneurs and component manufacturers to put.
in something extra before it will discuss an aJ'Tlount of cash it \•JOuld consider
contributing to a centrifuge demonstration plant. But these people already have
stretched themselves to the limit to make a decision to move forNard. It seems
unrealistic to expect them also to put something extra in the pot for the
privilege of running technological and economic risks to pioneer a ne\'1 industry.
Moreover, cash assistance to the new industry may not really be what it most needs.
Aid in the form of separative \'lork could be infinitely more helpful.
Such details. and, in fact, the structuring of the uranium industry for the
highest national interest, cannot be determined until a consensus obtains as to \<Jhat
that interest really is. Is it federal exoansion of the existing governmental
enriching complex to meet all future needs? Is it immediate and total transfer
of the entire industry to private industry? Or, is it something bebteen these
extremes? Testimony given during the year-long, three-phase hearings of the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy rejected both extremes, but it failed to
indicate clearly just \'lhere between them the national interest 1ies.
My m-m feelinQ is that it lies in deliberate movement to\~•ard a predominately
private industry structure, but still retainin9 governmental responsibility for
a few aopropriate functions. For example, there is a continuing need for the
state to control its sources of enriched material for nuclear l!teapons and naval
reactors. Should this need dissipate, then government still must retain a lengthy
responsibility to dispose of its huge enriched uranium stockpile in an orderly
way, so as not to bankrupt private enrichers. There \oJill be a grm·Jing denand
for fully enriched uranium fuel for high tP.mnerature gas cooled reactors and
. precautions against diversion of this potential wearons material from P.eaceful
hands indicates a need to keep its production as a government function. Government may also be needed to buffer the emerging private industry against risks of
instant technological obsolescence from ne~ isotore separation techniques such
as laser developments. And, most certainly, government \'Till be needed for some
time to afford the help in the form of "asslirance of supply" 1-1hich even AEC finally
has conceded is necessary for the emergence of private enrichment ent€rprises.
Inquiry \·Jill also shm•l government must be a factor to effectuate the "assistance..
which AEC similarly concedes private industry should have for the transition.
The Corr.mission has r.ot revealed hmt much "assurance of supply" or hoN much
cash "assistance" it Hill crovide and, b~cat.:se it still operates under r.:~s·s
current policy of getting by on the cheap, it is unlikely to do so. Therefore,
I offer my O\'m estimates in order to beJin quantifying these tasks •

.#i. -

'
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Since it 1s unrealistic to _expect iJeggarly assistance to six, small 100,000 to
300.000 swu centrifuge plants to suffic.:! to ~<:.t tha·~ industry on its feet, I will
assume that "assurance of supply " is ne~::ded for all siX plants on a full scale
of 3 million swu's each, a total of 18 million swu's. The corresponding figure
for UEA's diffusion plant is 9 millioo: s~tu's.
Probably the worst that could happen to the UEA plant fs a delay of 2 years,
losing 18 million swu's production. But, since there is no more than·a 50%
chance for a delay of that length, it should be safe to "assure" against no more
than a single year's loss of 9 million S\'tu's. Less is known about centrifuge
technology. Still, probably a b·ro-year delay is the worst that could be expected,
but the chance of getting it might move up to 75%. This indicates a need for.
say, a 14 million swu stockpile to "assure supply" for customers of the six
plants. According to these assumptions, UEA and the centrifuges together will
require a 23 million swu preproduction stockpile for "assurance of supply" purposes.
Add to that AEC's own need for a plant inventory of some 5 million swu's and a
contingency stockpile of about 10 million swu's. Together AEC, UEA and the
centrifuges will thus need a preproduction stockpile of 38 million swu's on hand
by 1982, the date AEC has fixed for ne\'1 capacity requirements. This is a phys'ical"iy
attainable figure according to the AEC projections of its preproduction capabiliti~~
recently furnished JCAE.
·
However, attaining preproduction levels of that magnitude depend upon receipt
of AEC's expected power deliveries and upon the availability of more feed material
than currently anticipated. Boosting the stockpile above the 38 million swu
figure in order.to offer new private enriching enterprises really meaningful
"ass.istance" in addition to "assurance of supply" would necessitate deliberately
aggressive investments in both power and feed material. These are justified
because aid in the form of preproduction can keep the new firms in business. It.
is much preferable to aid in the fonn of cash which only comforts their creditors.
But AEC's present management is limited by annual budgets and a cautiously bureuucratic outlook. It is difficult to imagine AEC becoming aroused and inspired
enough to take on an aggressive preproduction program of such size. Yet it is
needed because the prosperity of the utility business and millions of. people and
businesses throughout the land who use electricity depends on adequate supplies
of nuclear fuel. Such adequacy can be assured only by the success of the new
enriching enterprises who would supply the ne~ nuclear fuel demands. In turn,
the success of these enterprises will depend heavily upon the existence of a sizeable enough preproduction stockpile to give tttem "assistance" during their early
·
years in addition to affording the utilities "assurance of supply" of their
nuclear fuel.
Thus it is apparent that very sound management and very certa.in financial
procedures for the AEC's enriching complex must be insisted upon. Although
sound management characterizes the AEC today, under several administrations
sound management has not been a notable characteristic of the higher ups from
whom AEC takes its orders. Even within AEC, as its business and burdens expand,
the fragmentation of enrichment responsibility between loosely coordinated office~
for part time attention could create difficulties.

'

But as serious as organization difficulties may be, they are small in comparison to AEC's problem of getting adequate funding for its enrichment activities
via the annual budgeting, authorization anj appropriations route. In the crit~~al
years between now and 1982, when aggressive programs for power and feed mater1al

•
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should be pursued, the entire system coct1d be shattered by the stroke of some Budget Director's red pen. If it is, thue Nill be no nuclear fuel and there \'till be
no transition to private enriching enter•,rises.
Mo~eover, if the ERDA reorqan1zation comes about and enrichinq activities are
buried in a strange corner of this ne\·;born bureaucracy, fe1·1 people expect much
more than disaster for the enrichment program.

All of Nhic"l indicates a need to get uranium enrichment under certain controls and adequate financing procedures . . So far no suggestion heard by the JCAE
other than that for a United States Enrich8ent Corporation promises this accomplishment.

--·o -NOTE: Essay #2 will reach you in a fe~ days. It will be an exercise in aidsmanship
shm·tinc;J hm1, 11/ith certain control and aclequate financina, it may be possible by 1982
to accumulate the desired stockpile ofS\·JU'S tO "assure SUPply," guarantee against
other contingencies, "assist" private enrichers to become viable and orofitable
producers, recoup portions of the overseas market, and ma~e a little money for
Uncle Sam in the process .

..
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T'..SO ESSAYS ON ENRICHING URANIIJM

·~

by
Rep. Craig Hosmer (R-Calif.)
ESSAY #2:

An Exercise

.!!!. Aidsmanship

This ess~y explores means to remove barriers to private industry assuming responsibility for nm·J United States uranium enriching needs in 1982 and thereafter
when the demand for nuclear fuel l'lill begin to exceed AEC's ability to supply it.
One barrier is the chance that ne\·1 enriching plants \'lill be delayed coming on
line or fail to oryerate at ex~ected canacities. Utilities cannot risk being without
needed nuclear fuel. Nor can plant owners risk being \'lithout revenues they need to
pay back creditors and investors. In fact, they cannot finance their plants until
this risk is removed. An impasse bett·1een the t1·1o has been created by the olant
ovtners' effort to shift the risk by proposing a contract requiring utilities to pay
\oJhether or not they get their separative work~
Until enough neN enrichin<J plants are built to resolve the technological and
economic unkno\·ms underlying this impasse. a program should be adopted to lift these
risks from utilities and plant owners alike. This can be done easily by accumulating
a suitable stockpile of oreproduced enriched uranium from AEC enriching plants which
will. other":lise be operating at less than capacity until around the end of 1982.
A second private enterprise barrier, peculiar to the centrifuges, is the heavy
front end cost involved in setting up a ne~'l industry. It \·Ji11 fa1l on plant mmers
directly and indirectly via front end costs for nuttinq in ne1:1 production lines that
component sunoliers •·rill be passinf'l UPI.'tard. To win the objective of bringing such
plants into beinq under private soonsorship, reasonable cash "assistance" to overcome
this hurdle is wortht·thile. This ;'assistance" aiso can he readily managed, along \'lith
the program for "assurance of supply".
Assurance of Supply
The 9 million swu diffusion plant proposed by Uranium Enrichment Associates
ought to dispel the enqineering and economic unknowns for that technology. For the
centrifuges, it is safe to assume that six 3 million swu plants will do the same job.
AEC Hill be suprortin~, its 0\'ln 15 million swu stockpile for flywheel and contingency
purposes. Hith the probable availability of that in mind during an emergency, preproduction of 27 million S\·Ju's, a year's planned production of the seven ne\•1 private
plants, seems al'lnle to "assure" the fuel supnly of customers and revenues of owners
of ne\·1 plants runninf') into trouble. (It is 4 mi1lion swu's over the aMount assumed
for this purrosc in Essay #1.) The risk of total failure of these plants is not
regarded as likely and not here "assured''against. That magnitude of failure \'IOuld
have national consequences calling for pro~~t Federal intervention Nith a mini-Manhattan Project.
Exercise A {pares 3-4) is based on one of AEC's alternate operating plans. It
is \•tell 1·tithin the physical capabilities of its complex. The Exercise shO\'IS that a
27 million s·•u "assurance of suooly" stocknile can be built ur and t·rorked off for a
surcharqe to AEC customers of less than $1/swu. But to do so de!"!ands cuick and deci-

sive adoption of ~ "assur,"ince" E!£Crarn and, fror;~be~nina to end, i t-;;-;;q;r;;;;i;;;operation and zealous timncinq. OfiTY'\·iitn these characteristics can such a nroaral"l

create and maintain credTiiT~assurance of sunnly". These characteristics do not
mark AEC's pr~sent decision ~akin~ m~chanisms and financino resources. Prompt restructuring of the goverrnnent's enriching activities to incorporate them is essential.

'
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-2Assistance
Exercise B (pages 5-6L1s based on an AEC ooerating plan \'thich preproduces an
extra 12.4 million swu1 chanqfllrl tails assa)5and buylari 21,000 short tons of added
natural uranium feed. The nel·l centrifuge piants \•rould get preproduction at its cost
of about $56/S\'IU and allm·red to market it at the commercial price, say $80/S\'IU, thus
being "assistec" by the $24 differential. Against an approximate. $1 billion investment for a 3 million swu nlant, the scheme nets less than $54 million in "assistance"
It is no bargain.
The most efficient \·tay to raise money to "assist" these ne1\• plants is by the
straightfonrard addition of a surcharge to AEC sales. Over the 1975-1987 ooerating
period of my hypothetical "Assurance of Supply"/"A.ssistance" Prooram, AEC will perform about 285 million swu's of enriching services. The "assistance" value to each
of the six nm·1 plants of a $1.00 boost in S\<JU charge is $47.5 million, calculated
as follows:
285 X $1 = $285· = $47.50
6
Thus, a $5 surcharge !•till aarner $237.5 mi11ion in aid for each ne\'1 olant, a sum ·
likely
tne conce1va e ron en
s o gett1ng th1s new industry
on its feet.
The Real UorldJ
a~st.~-~'ft;,Jt$,
b>a.se on
Exercises A and B are only hypothesesA In the real world, actual circumstances
such as these must be dealt vtith:
o t'e must stop thinking in terms of "AEC" and start thinking in terms of
"the government" as it may be ERDA or USEC or another authority which
soon takes over responsibility for U.S. enrichino, activities and stockpiles.
o Scuttling the government's split-tails operation is inevitable and the
sooner the better for t:1e "assurance" program and the health of the
mining, milling and conversion link of the nuclear fuel chain.
o The government probably can find legal ~1ays to boost its S\'IU charges
tm'4ard commercial levels. It's a goc.d idea to start moving nearer to
reality and a•·Jay from extant Alice-in-'·'onderland swu pricing criteria.
o Exercise A sho\·Js that AEC Plant 3 1/2 is not needed. Accordingly, I
am droooin~ authority for anv ne1·1 oovernment enrichina canacity froM'

USEe.

_::::.:.;L_

-

o USEC, no11 better than ever, is still the only qame in tm·m effecting
the restructure of government enriching activities reouisite for a
credible "assurance of supply" program.
Other realities also must be coped with, such as the fact that utilities are
slowing do'.'tn their nuclear programs. By 1982, in relation to vthat they have contracted for, there is a likely delay in nuclear fuel demand agareoating 30 to 40
million swu's of separative t·:ork. !Dealing I·Jith the r~sn.onsibi1ities and seizing the
opoortunities oresented by that,.X~n.v other unexnected nuclear fuel developments seem
quite beyond the present AEC's room for maneuvering.
Utilities bound to contracts for the delayed seoarative work 1·til1 be hard
pressed to take and pay for it on sci,edule, only to bear added carrying charges
until they start usinq it. A schef.le to sorne~.·1hat relieve their burden could be
built around the government pickin~ un. this excess for stockpile purooses in lieu of
othenJise preoroducing part or all of thG "assurance" stockpile. These suu's \'lould
come at the regu1ar $50 production cost rather than (text continues at page ?}

'
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-3Ex_~RCISE

A

("Assurance of Sunrly" 27 million swu)

Preprgduction
10

S\"IU

Incremental
Cost ~ $30
10 $

10%/Yr Carrying Charge
8 Yrs to 1 Yr

1975

5.1

153

122.4

1976

7.1

213

149.1

1977

2.7

81

48.6

1978

4.8

144

1979

3.2

96

38.4.

1980

1.5

45

13.5

1981

1.1

32

6.6

1982

1.5

45

4.5

Totals

27.0

809

455.1

72

This.orepro·':!uction stockpilo of 27 r;illion swu's cost $1265.1 '11illion by the.
end of vear· 1982 ($810 for enriching and $455.1 for carrying charges).
1~orldna off this stockni1e is based on EEl's estimate that
UEA's 9 million S\•:u rlant v1ill h<:ndle load grm-:th for 1 1/2 years after
1982 and that thereafter the nevJ capacity requirement Nil1 average 6 million
S\'!U' s annua 11 y.

The scheme for

This means that the 9 r.1ill ion swu' s accumulated for "assurance of sunoly"
for the UEA plant !·Jill, in 1933, go either o1ysically to UEA's utility
customers if the o12nt fails to net on line, or if it succeeds, AEC ~ will
reduce its 1933 production by 9 million swu's to effect the cutback. The
18 111ill ion S\•IU' s accu!:'ulated to "assure suoply" for customers of the 6
centrifuge plants \:ould be \~orked off as these plants are assumed to coming
on line to meet load qro·rth, i.e. 3 million swu in 1983, 6 million each in
1984 and 1985, and the final 3 million in 1986.

'
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(Exercise A - continued)

\

Thereupon the total cost of this "assurance of supply" program may be calculated as follOI·ts:
Stockpile
Size in
10 S\'IU Is

Year's
Carrying
Charge 10%

1983

18

84.4

1984

15

70.1

1985

9

42.2

1985

3

14.1

1987

Investment
Through 1982

1265.1

Total $1475.9
AEC's 1975 - 1982 Seoarative Work Production
Units
126.7 for customers
_fZ__ for preproduction
153.7 total

Investment

Avg./swu

$6335

$50.000000

1475.9

54.662962

$7810.9

$so§

It'lL?

~h

NOTES:
(1) Exercise A is based on AEC's alternative orerating Plan 2 in
Table 3 appended to George F. Quinn's testimony submitted to JCAE June 25,
1974, exceot that it reouires 1.5 million swu preproduction in 1982 vice
.4 million.

(2) The cur.nnulative stockoile achieved in 1982 by all AEC prepro~
ductfon is 42 million Sl·1 u's of 1·1hich, in this Exercise, 27 million is
allocated to "assurance of sunply" and 15 million to AEC's oNn purposes,
i.e., 5 million fly~theel and 10 million for contingencies. The carrying
charge for this 15 million is included in the assumed $50/swu charqe to
AEC's reoular customers.
(3} The assumed cost of $50/S\'IU for regular production is arbitrary
and the $30/s·.ru incremental cost for preproduction is based on $2.50 for
labor and $27.50 for fJO\·Jer@ 11 mills. Any 1 mill change in p011er cost
effects ahout a $2.50 change in swu cost .

•
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("Assurance of Supply" 27 million swu - "Assistance" 12.4 million swu)
10%/Yr Carry- Feed & Conversion 106
Preorgduction Cost @ $30 ing Charge
(106 $)
8 Yrs to 1 Yr (Short Tons)
10 swu

1CYf,/Yr Carrying Charge
Cost .
@ $20{1b 7 Yrs to 1 Yr

1975

6.4

192

153.6

1976

7.1

213

149.1

1.5

60

42

1977

4.5

135

81

7.5

300

180

1978

6.8

204

102

11.2

448

224

1979.

5.7

171

68.4

8.3

332

132.8

1980

3.7

111

33.3

5.1

204

61.2

1981

3.5

105

21

4.1

164

32.8

1982

1.7

51

5.1

.a

32

3.2

39.4

1182

613.5

38.5

1540

Totals

..

·~

676

This preproduction stockpile of 39.4 million swu's cost $2471.5 million by the end of
1982 (for enriching $1182, for carrying charge on enriching $613.5, and for carrying
charges on feed purchases $676. The cost of feed is not included in the total since
this exercise is solely for the purpose of determining swu costs. Feed cost -equivalent to $39.086284 for each swu -- would be recovered from customers at the
time enriched uranium is delivered.)
The scheme for working off this stockpile is based on EEl's estimate that UEA's 9
million S\"ru plant l'lill handle load growth for 1 l/2 years after 1982 and that thereafter the new capacity requirement \'1111 average 6 million S\'lu's annually.
Thfs means that the 9 million swu's accumulated for "assurance of supply" for the UEA
plant \'Jill, in 1983, go either physically to UEA's utility customers if the plant
fails to get on line, or if it succeeds, AEC would reduce its 1983 production by 9
million swu's to effect the cutback. The 18 million swu's accumulated to "assure
supply" for customers of the 6 centrifuge plants would be worked off as these plants
are assumed to coming on line to meet load gro1·tth, i.e. 3 million SI'IU in 1983, 6 million each in 1984 and 1985, and the final 3 million in 1986.
It is arbitrarily assumed that the 12.4 swu's accumulated to "assist" the centrifuge
entrepreneurs will be \'lorked dm1n as follows: .4 in 1982. and 3 million during each
of the years 1983, 1984, 1986 and 1987.
Thus the 5 year campaign to dispose of the combined "assurance of supply" and "assistance" stockpiles \"JOUld be as follows: 9.4 million in 1983, 6 million in 1984,
9 million each in 1985 and 1986, and 3 million in 1987. Total: 39.4 million.

'

•

.
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(Exercise B - continued)
Thereuoon the total cost of the "assurance" and "assistance" programs may be calculated as follo·-~s:
Stockpile
S~ze in
10 swu's

Year's
Carryinq
Charge 10%

1983

30

188.2

1984

24

150.5

1985

15

94.1

1986

6

37.7

1987
Investment
Through 1982

2471.5
Total. 52942

AEC's 1975 - 1982 Seoarative Pork Production
Units
126.7 for customers
39.4. for preproduction
166.1" total

Investment

Avo./S'r!U

$6335

$50.000000

2942

74.670050

$9277

$55.851896

NOTES:
(1) Exercise B is based on AEC's alternative operating Plan lAin
Table 5 a[mended to Georqe F. Quinn's testir;1ony submitted to JCAE June 25,

1974.

(2) See notes (2) and (3) to Exercise A for exnlanations of AEC's
responsibility for 15 million S\·lu's of the stnckpile ar:d ussuMotions re
swu costs. The assumed aver~ge feed and conversion cost equivalent to
$20/lb u3o8 is a best guess.

-~

•

-7the $30 incremental cost. Another consideration is that the government's complex
must have feed to vtork on ar.d the utilities \'Jill have to deliver it according to
contract schedules, irrespective of their delayed need for separative \'/Ork.
How \'lould the $30/$50 S\'JU differential be fairly adjusted? Hov1 should the
utilities' burden for carrying charges on the feed be eased, if at a11?

..

-

These, and a host of other unknm.;ns that the future \•rill reveal, will have
to be resolved by \·thoever is in charge of the U;S. qovernment's enrichinq activities.
This must be done a9gressively in a financially responsible manner, promptly, skillfully, intelligently, flexibly, effectively, and always with the overall national
interest forer.1os t in mind.
All of \'thich serves to emPhasize what was earlier written, to \'lit: "USEC •••
is still the only game_ in tm·m effectinq the restructure_ of qovernment enriCiilnq
activities requisite for_~ credible "assurance of SUPP.l.i:" proqram."
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